THE POWER of three

This ultimate age-defying Multi-Med® Therapy collection combines potent ingredients and innovative technologies that work together to deliver boosted, more comprehensive results.

CLINICAL TESTING RESULTS USING ALL PRODUCTS IN COLLECTION*

- **58% greater** improvement in the appearance of expression lines
- **57% greater** improvement in visible firmness

*12 week clinical study of subjects using REDEFINE Regimen, AMP MD™ System and ACUTE CARE (10 applications over first 4 weeks) versus subjects using only REDEFINE Regimen and ACUTE CARE (10 applications over first 4 weeks)
Take Control

REDEFINE Regimen for the Appearance of Lines, Pores and Loss of Firmness
1. Helps defend against and reduce the visible signs of aging
2. Combines powerful age-defying ingredients including peptides, hyaluronic acid, antioxidants, among others.

CLINICAL TESTING RESULTS*

100% saw improvement in skin texture
91% saw improvement in radiance

Boost Results

AMP MD™ System for Firmer-Looking Skin
1. Clinically shown to enhance results of the REDEFINE Regimen, particularly visible firmness
2. Patented combination of micro-exfoliation, retinol and peptide technology

CLINICAL TESTING RESULTS**

95% demonstrated a visible improvement in firmness

Target Lines

ACUTE CARE™ Skincare for Expression Lines
1. Targets and reduces the appearance of stubborn expression lines like crow’s feet and smile lines
2. Proprietary Liquid Cone™ Technology melts hyaluronic acid and peptides directly into wrinkles
3. Clinical testing visibly shows reduced expression lines over 4 weeks***

*Eight week independent clinical study of subjects using REDEFINE Regimen
**12 week clinical study of subjects using REDEFINE Regimen, AMP MD system and ACUTE CARE (10 applications over first 4 weeks)
*** 10 applications, three times a week over four weeks

Results may vary depending on multiple factors: age, gender, skin type and condition, concomitant products used, health history, location, lifestyle and diet.